POSTERIOR CLASS I

Dr. Dennis Hartlieb
Amalgam to be replaced with Renamel Composite

Class I Restoration with rubber dam and sealed with Gingaguard. Etch tooth and place Cosmedent Complete Primer/Unfilled Resin

DE Mark is a highly radiopaque flowable hybrid liner.

DE Mark is placed in a thin layer over the entire floor of the restoration using either the syringe tip or an explorer.
You can see just how thin the DE Mark is applied and then cured for twenty seconds.

Renamel Nano is placed one cusp at a time. Each layer should not exceed 2 to 2½ mm in depth. Cure each increment for twenty seconds.

Continue building your restoration, curing each increment.

Body material sculpted and cure.
Sculpting of last layer to adapt closed margins.

Finished restoration after polishing